LEARNING NEWSFLASH

Innovative Strategies to Enrich Knowledge

Condensing Your Courses into 6 Week Sessions

Are you getting prepared for a 6 week summer course? Are you planning your course design for the Summer Arch?

In this Learning Newsflash you will find an interesting blog article from Cassandra O’Sullivan Sachar, Assistant Professor at Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania, who talks about some lessons learned when condensing one of her courses. Cassandra’s blog article, How to Shrink Your Course, talks about:

⇒ Trimming the fat without cutting the meat
⇒ Tips on how to speed through the getting-to-know you routine
⇒ Setting reasonable deadlines for your students and you
⇒ Splitting up content into manageable chunks

In addition, a quick card is available which offers Tips for Creating a 6 Week Summer Course. The quick card contains information on strategies for planning your course along with a list of several great resources. Enjoy!